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A message of Wisdom

“SEW Now 2012…”

To increase your knowledge...
The definition of respect is defined as, “esteem for or a sense of
the worth or excellence of a person, a personal quality or ability,
or something considered as a manifestation of a personal quality
or ability” (Dictionary.com).
‘Respect’ has many paths of understanding. But the main concern
as ‘respect’ relates to Wisdom and Knowledge is the wearer of the
shoes, the path that has been taken--and the hand that the person
who is being respected has had dealt in life. In other words, no one
can determine the wealth of knowledge and wisdom that one has
gained from the walk that they have taken; and no one should be
able to judge the two sides of the path…
Respect can be a humbling experience. ‘Nurture’ the ‘nurturing.’

Reference: (2012) Respect. Retrieved from Dictionary.com.
on 10/2/2012.
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During the months of July and August,
youth’s between the ages of 8-14 were
provided with the opportunity to be
given a sewing machine for the best
writing response to, “If I could sew, what
would I sew and why?”
Various responses were submitted, yet
there could only be 2 youth’s awarded
with sewing machines. A warm
congratulations goes out to:
 Jenaya Williams
 Jamira Jones
Hope you enjoyed your summer!
Perhaps you will be able to create some
nice holiday gifts with your new sewing
machine? 
THTWB Executive Director/CEO
snapshot:
The following question has been posed to
the Executive Director/CEO, “What are your
objectives for family holiday meals and
nutrition?” The Executive Director’s/CEO’s
answer is:
“The year of 2012 has provided
THTWB with a unique blessing
arrangement. We have the honor
of engaging our participants within
our pantry program with a
structured distribution of food that
provides them with a balanced
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nutritional system.
As the Cleveland foodbank
continues to provide guidance,
training and equipment to THTWB,
and other non-profit’s etc.,
nutrition and health will be of key
importance.
THTWB, will continue to keep
participants informed about
various programs or partners, who
offer education on health related
issues, such as referral services,
that strive to see the reduction of
diseases such as diabetes, high
blood pressure and obesity.”

Special note: Any suggestions
made by the public will become the
property of THTWB. You may send
them to
administration@thtwbuilt.com

Do you have an idea that you would like
to share with THTWB? One that
communities in Greater Cuyahoga
County can benefit from? If so, feel free
to
send
an
e-mail
to
administration@thtwbuilt.com
Got something to say? Rent this
spot? Call for details...
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